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I don’t know about you, but occasionally I read a quote that leaves me with a feeling of,
“Hmm. That sums it up.” The quote above is one of them. The 2008 economic and
market decline certainly provided those of us in the financial world a chance to become
more skilled sailors. The question is did we blow it off as a 1 in 100 year event or did we
look for clues that help us foresee similar future events. In other words, are we
researching methods to make our ship safer for rougher seas or did we continue using
the same design? For those that are curious, which we at HFG believe we are, it provides
an opportunity to question past assumptions and beliefs and formulate new ones for
the future. I’d like to illustrate where we are placing our emphasis today.
Determining the Investment Climate
Graph 1 illustrates the inverse relationship of beginning P/E (Price-to-Earnings Ratios)
and 10 Year returns. The orange zig/zag line is the Shiller P/E ratio for the S&P 500.
Shiller averages the last ten years of earnings of the S&P 500 companies and divides this
into the current price to get his P/E ratio. This is an important distinction from the P/E
ratio method in common use which is based on current or projected earnings. The blue
bar chart is the actual return from an investment in the S&P 500 for each 10 year period
from 1909 to Present. For example, the first 10 year period would be 1909-1919, second
would be 1910-1920 and so on. As you can see, historically high P/E ratios generally
produce below average returns and low P/E ratios generally provide above average
returns. We are also using other valuation metrics such as the Price to Sales ratio, S&P
500 market capitalization to GDP, an analysis of current and past profit margins, and the
Q Ratio which measures the replacement cost of the S&P 500 corporate assets to the
total stock market valuation. What are all of these different valuation metrics telling us
today? The S&P 500 is selling at a “rich” investment climate that normally generates
below average investment returns 7-10 years out and thus dictates our cautious
approach.
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How Are You Using the Climate Assessment to Allocate my Portfolio?
We believe that recognizing the investment climate is the most important aspect of our
portfolio management. Climates can be categorized by risk. Our approach is to reduce
the allocation of capital to equities in higher risk climates and increase the allocation in
lower risk climates. To illustrate I would have you look at Chart II that categorizes 10
year stock market returns for a given category of P/E ratio. To create this table I’ve
generated a report for every 10 year period of the S&P 500 from 1950 to June of 2010.
We have sorted these according to the Shiller P/E ratio measured at the beginning of
each 10-year period. The first group represents periods with a starting P/E ratio below
10. The second group is for P/E ratios of 10-15, the third is for ratios 15-20, and the 4th
group illustrates periods with a starting P/E over 20. Notice how average 10 year returns
declined for each group as the period-beginning P/E ratio increases.

Another important observation is how unlikely an investor was to experience a return of
10% or more for periods which begin with a high P/E ratio. (See Chart III) To ignore the
investment climate is to ignore probabilities and risk. So, to answer the question of how
does HFG use the climate assessment to allocate capital, the answer is that we are
willing to allocate more of your capital to the stock market if we are in a climate that has
a high historical probability of achieving higher returns and vice versa. Today, we find
ourselves in the fourth climate with the Shiller P/E ratio at 22 and thus have reduced our
client’s normal allocation to equities. Even though there is strong evidence and logic that
high prices create a higher risk climate it doesn’t mean that prices will fall in the near
term. The climate could stay overpriced for an indefinite period. Patience and the
preservation of capital in our view is priority one.
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Haberling Financial Group (HFG) is a financial services corporation specializing in investment management
and financial planning. HFG has been providing quality wealth management services since 1983, and
currently manages over $250 million in assets for 600 families and retirement plans.

Legal Information and Disclosures
This memorandum expresses the views of the author as of the date indicated and such views are subject to
change without notice. Haberling Financial Group has no duty or obligation to update the information
contained herein. Further, Haberling Financial Group makes no representation, and it should not be
assumed that past investment performance is an indication of future results. Moreover, wherever there is
potential profit there is the possibility of loss. This memorandum is being made available for educational
purposes only and should not be used for any other purpose. The information contained herein does not
constitute and should not be construed as an offering of advisory services or an offer to sell or solicit and
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. Certain information contained herein
concerning economic trends and performance is based on or derived from information provided by
independent third-party sources. Haberling Financial Group Inc. believes that the sources from which such
information has be obtained are reliable; however, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information
and has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or the assumptions
on which such information is based. This memorandum, included the information contained herein, may
not be coped, reproduced, republished, or posted in any form without the prior written consent of
Haberling Financial Group. © Copyright 2013 Haberling Financial Group. All rights reserved. All content
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